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QUESTION 1

You need to update the depreciation periods for a specific fixed asset. 

Where can you update the depreciation periods? 

A. On the value model for the fixed asset 

B. On the Fixed asset parameters form 

C. On the main account for the fixed asset 

D. On the Fixed asset group form 

Correct Answer: A 

Field: Depreciation periods 

The number of depreciation periods for the fixed asset. 

Note: Use the Value models form to select which value models to assign to the selected fixed asset. Value models track
the financial value of a fixed asset over time for various purposes, such as accounting depreciation, tax depreciation, 

revaluation, and disposal. Each value model represents an independent financial life cycle, and each fixed asset can
have several value models assigned to it. 

Reference: Value models (form) [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: 

Not D: Use the Fixed asset groups form to set up the fixed asset groups that define asset characteristics such as type,
number sequence, and default value models. You must assign each fixed asset to a fixed asset group. 

Reference: Fixed asset groups (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 2

In which three modules can a fixed asset be acquired? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. General ledger module 

B. Budgeting module 

C. Accounts payable module 

D. Accounts receivable module 

E. Inventory module 

Correct Answer: ABC 

A: Use General ledger to define and manage the legal entity\\'s financial records. The general ledger is a register of
debit and credit entries. These entries are classified using the accounts that are listed in a chart of accounts. You can
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allocate, or distribute, monetary amounts to one or more accounts or account and dimension combinations based on
allocation rules. There are two types of allocations: fixed and variable. 

Reference: Fixed assets [AX 2012] 

B: Use Budgeting to set up, create, and view budgets. Budgeting can include budget control, which you can use to
monitor the budget funds that are available for planned and actual purchases and expenditures. You can create budget
register entries for the original budget, budget transfers, and budget revisions. You can also create budget register
entries for encumbrances and pre-encumbrances for purchases and planned expenditures. Budget register entries can
be created automatically when budgets are transferred to the general ledger from other modules, such as Project
management and accounting or Fixed assets. 

Reference: Budgeting [AX 2012] 

C: You can set up an integration between Fixed assets and Accounts payable to automatically create fixed assets from
purchase orders or vendor invoices, or automatically post acquisition and acquisition adjustment transactions for fixed
assets. 

Reference: Set up Fixed assets and Accounts payable integration [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an invoice for $10,000. One payment of $3,000 has already posted against this invoice. 

You need to allow cash discounts on the $3,000 payment. 

Which action should you perform? 

A. On the Accounts receivable parameters form, select the Calculate cash discounts for partial payments check box. 

B. On the Accounts receivable parameters form, select the Calculate cash discounts for credit notes check box. 

C. On the Cash discounts form, define the Discount principle area. 

D. On the Accounts receivable parameters form, select the Automatic settlement check box. 

Correct Answer: A 

Partial payments with discounts 

A customer might make a partial payment, with the intention of making an additional partial payment to fully settle the
invoice. 

For example, you offer a cash discount that specifies a 2% discount if the invoice is paid within 10 days of being issued.
An invoice is posted for 100.00. If you receive a payment of 49.00 within 10 days, you would enter a credit of 49.00 in a 

payment journal. The credit amount is shown in the Amount to settle field in the Settle open transactions form. If the
Calculate cash discounts for partial payments check box in the Accounts receivable parameters form is selected, the 

discount is automatically calculated. When you settle the partial payment in the Settle open transactions form, 1.00 is
displayed in the Cash discount amount to take field. The discount amount is posted to a cash discount account. 

Reference: About partial customer payments [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: 
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Not B: Credit notes with discounts 

A customer might return some of the items on an invoice and you issue a credit note. If a discount has previously been
taken, you can subtract the value of the discount and refund the correct amount to the customer. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two options prevent new checks from posting to a bank account? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

A. Set the active dates on the selected Bank account form. 

B. Set the active dates on the selected Main account form. 

C. Select the Use review process for payment reversals parameter. 

D. Select the Use review process for deposit slip payment cancellations parameter. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: 

Field: Active from: 

Enter the date when the bank account will become active and will be available for new transactions. 

Field: Active to 

Enter the date when the bank account will no longer be active for new transactions. 

Reference: Bank accounts (form) [AX 2012] 

D: Field: Use review process for deposit slip payment cancellations Select this check box to require that cancellations of
deposit slip payments be reviewed in the Deposit slip payment cancellations journal before they are posted. If this check
box is cleared, the cancellation is posted immediately when you click Cancel payment in the Deposit slips form. 

Reference: Cash and bank management parameters (form) [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: 

Not B: No form named Main account 

Not C: Field: Use review process for payment reversals Select this check box to require that check reversals be
reviewed in the Check reversals journal before they are posted. 

If this check box is cleared, the reversal is posted immediately when you click Payment reversal in the Check form. 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a new bank account. 

You configure the check layout to be fixed. 
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You need to create the first batch of checks. 

Where should you create the checks? 

A. The Checks form that is accessed from the Bank account form 

B. The Payment journal form that is accessed from the Journals area of the Accounts payable module 

C. The Checks form that is accessed from the Common area of the Cash and bank management module 

D. The Bank documents area that is accessed from the Setup area of the Cash and bank management module 

Correct Answer: A 

/ Within the Bank accounts form: 

Check numbers 

Open the Check layout form, where you can set up the layout of checks for the selected bank account. 

/ Check number method (from Check Layout form): 

Select the method to use for generating check numbers: 

*

 Free Use this method when you do not have preprinted checks. Check numbers are automatically proposed when you
use checks for payment. 

*

 Fixed Use this method when you have preprinted checks. Before you can use checks for payment, they must be
created by clicking Check numbers on the Action Pane in the Bank accounts form. Reference: Check layout (form) [AX
2012]; Bank accounts (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three methods can you use to assign bar codes to fixed assets? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

A. Automatically assign the bar codes when you create fixed assets. 

B. Assign the bar codes to fixed assets groups. 

C. Automatically assign the bar codes based on the fixed asset journal type. 

D. Assign the bar codes to current fixed assets. 

E. Manually assign the bar codes when you create fixed assets. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

You can assign bar codes to fixed assets when fixed assets are created, to current fixed assets, or to fixed asset
groups. Reference: Assign fixed asset numbers to bar codes [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 7

Which three objects can be used to define fixed asset posting profiles? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. 

A. Asset type 

B. Fixed asset group 

C. Asset activity code 

D. Transaction type 

E. Value model 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Create or view the parameter combinations that determine which accounts the fixed asset transactions will be posted to
if they are assigned the selected posting profile. The key parameters are as follows: 

*

 The value in the Groupings field, by which you can set up one posting profile for all fixed assets, one for each fixed
asset group, or one for each or a particular fixed asset. 

*

 The fixed asset transaction type. 

*

 The value model used. 

Reference: Fixed asset posting profiles (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 8

You are configuring a budget plan to automatically spread. Which allocation method should you use? 

A. The Aggregate allocation method 

B. The Allocate across periods method 

C. The Distribute allocation method 

D. The Allocate across dimensions method 

Correct Answer: B 

Allocate across periods The budget plan lines are allocated from the source budget plan scenario across periods in the
destination scenario by using a period allocation key. 

In the Master planning form, you can set up period allocation keys to automatically explode sales orders in a period. For
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example, a period allocation key can distribute an order of 1,000 units over 30 days with a period percentage of 25 

percent per week. 

Reference: Period allocation categories (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 9

You are configuring budgets for your organization. Your organization uses a scientifically calculated, predefined
percentage of direct expenses for each of its departments. 

You need to define these percentages so that the budget automatically allocates to these departments from the main
accounts. What should you configure? 

A. Budget period allocation keys 

B. Budget control rules 

C. Budget transfer rules 

D. Budget allocation terms 

Correct Answer: D 

Use the Budget allocation terms form to define the financial dimension values and the percentages that are used to
generate budget allocations. These budget allocation terms provide an automated way to distribute percentages of
budget amounts across financial dimension values. For example, a travel budget can be allocated to multiple
departments by using one budget account entry. 

Reference: Set up budget allocation terms [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 10

Which form should you use to assign a chart of accounts to a legal entity? 

A. Configure account structures 

B. General ledger parameters 

C. Ledger 

D. Legal entities 

Correct Answer: C 

Select the chart of accounts that can be used by a legal entity in the Ledger form. Reference: About the chart of
accounts [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 11

You are the administrator for a multinational corporation (MNC). The corporation uses multiple chart of accounts and
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their corresponding financial dimension sets to meet the requirements of different regions. Each region is defined as a
separate legal entity. You have defined multiple account structures as a combination of chart of accounts and
dimensions. 

You need to assign these account structures to a specific region. 

Which form should you use to accomplish this goal? 

A. Posting definitions 

B. Ledger 

C. Configure account structures 

D. Ledger allocation rule 

Correct Answer: B 

1.

 Click General ledger > Setup > Ledger. 

2.

 Select a chart of accounts. 

3.

 To add an account structure to the ledger, click Add, and then double-click an account structure. You can also click
Configure account structures to create account structures. You must select at least one account structure before you
can record a source document or journal entry for the legal entity that the ledger is created for. 

4.

 Optional: Select the financial dimension that must be balanced in all accounting entries. If you select a balancing
financial dimension, you must select a financial dimension that is included in all account structures that are assigned to
the ledger. 

5.

 Select a fiscal calendar for the legal entity. 

6.

 Select an accounting currency and a reporting currency for the legal entity. 

7.

 Select default exchange rate and budget exchange rate types. 

8.

 For each posting type, select a main account. When a currency is revalued, the differences are posted to this account,
depending on the posting type. 

Reference: Set up a ledger [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 12

Your organization uses Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

You need to set up journal names for the General journal. 

Which journal type should you specify? 

A. Allocation 

B. Periodic 

C. Approval 

D. Daily 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

You need to update the organization hierarchy to prepare for a reorganization of your business. Which effective date is
valid when you publish the updated hierarchy? 

A. Any of the published effective dates 

B. Any day after the last published effective date 

C. Any day between two of the published effective dates 

D. The last published effective date 

Correct Answer: B 

Modify a hierarchy 

If a reorganization, merger, or acquisition occurs, you must modify existing organizational hierarchies. You can view or
change a hierarchy as of any future date or as of an effective date that has been published. However, you cannot
publish 

updates to the hierarchy between existing effective dates. Changes must take effect after the last effective date that was
published for the hierarchy. If you must make a correction, you can delete the last future published version of a 

hierarchy. In the Future changes FactBox, click More to open the Future change dates form. Click Delete latest date. 

Reference: Create or modify an organization hierarchy [AX 2012] 

Note: When you publish a hierarchy, you must specify an effective date. The effective date indicates when the hierarchy
becomes active. 

 

QUESTION 14
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You are implementing Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. 

You need to set up invoices for payment so they are summed up for the payment proposal period. Which period option
should you choose? 

A. Invoice 

B. Total 

C. Date 

D. Week 

Correct Answer: D 

Select the method by which invoices are summed in the automatic payment proposal period: 

Invoice Create one payment transfer for each invoice. This is the default value for this field. Date - Combine all invoices
that have the same due date. Week Combine all invoices that have a due date in the same week. Total Combine all 

invoices from a vendor in the same payment. 

Reference: Methods of payment - vendors (form) [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the purpose of a budget model? 

A. To assign a budget type to the budget register entries 

B. To group budget register transactions 

C. To assign workflow to budget register entries 

D. To select the financial dimensions to use for budgeting 

Correct Answer: C 

To indicate that budgets that are created from the budget model are included in cash flow forecasting, select the Cash
flow forecasts check box. 

Note: Budget register entries let you track and audit budget activities, and can be used with workflow and with budget
control. 

Reference: Create budget models [AX 2012] 
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